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Preface
Know Yourself is a Public Bene!t Corporation  
dedicated to making self-literacy as fundamental to early education 
as the ABCs and 123s. We believe people should know as much 
about how they are put together as they know about downloading 
apps to their phone. 

"e body is not only how humans physically move through life,  
but is used as a means of self-expression.  Body language is an  
inherent part of communication.  It is an inseparable element  
which research shows constitutes a majority of what human beings 
communicate.  Psychology is linked to physiology. Body movements 
a#ect not only how others perceive you, but more importantly,  
how you feel about yourself. It follows that understanding the  
elementary engineering of how your body is put together will fortify 
your potential in life.  

"e Know Yourself Team chose to begin this journey with our  
skeleton structure, the 206 bones of the adult human body.   
Our books are the foundation of our product line, which includes 
educational clothing, animation, graphic novels, music, and more.
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You can feel some of your bones, but you  
cannot see them. Put your hands on your hips. 
Now swivel around. The bones of your pelvic
girdle make this possible.

Bend your knees. Now straighten your legs.
Guess how many leg bones are helping you
move up and down? Take off your shoe. Feel 
your foot. How many bones do you feel?

Want to learn more? You’ve come to the  
right place. In this book, you’re going to  
learn the names and locations of the 66 bones 
of the lower extremities.

Say it like this: “x-strem-i-teez”

The lower extremities are the bones of your 
feet, legs, and hips.

Count them up like this!

Lower Extremities

 =

    52 bones in the feet
+ 8 bones in the legs
+ 6 bones in the hips

    66 bones in the lower extremities

Okay, let’s explore these bones starting at 
the bottom with the bones in your feet.



FOREFOOT

MIDFOOT

HINDFOOT
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How is your foot organized?

The forefoot is  
composed of  
!ve toes and !ve 
metatarsals.

The midfoot is  
composed of four 
distal tarsals. 

The hindfoot  
is composed of   
three proximal tarsals.

FOREFOOT

MIDFOOT

HINDFOOT
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Heel, arch, ball, and toes.
Those are what you have down low.
They perform a phenomenal feat.
They keep you upright, straight, and neat.
An awesome group that helps you go.
Let’s all give thanks for our feet below.

The Phenomenal Feat 
of Your Feet
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Say it like this: “fa-lan-geez”

Phalanges
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The big toe is known as the hallux. It’s phalange #1. 

Next is the long toe. It’s phalange #2. 

The middle toe is phalange #3. 

Right next to that is your ring toe, phalange #4. 

And your pinky toe is phalange #5.

There are 14 bones that make up your phalanges.

Every toe has a number and 
they each have a name.

They are called phalanges,  
but they’re not all the same.



PhalangesPhalanges

Write the answers on the lines below.

How many  
phalange bones 
are in two feet?

6 20

10 2812

How many  
phalange bones 
are in one foot?

7 3

10 14

Phalange #1 is called the __________________________________ .

The long toe is phalange number __________________________ .!

Phalange #3 is called the __________________________________ . 

The ring toe is phalange number  __________________________ .

Phalange #5 is called the __________________________________ .
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PhalangesPhalanges

Like your hands, your feet are tools of mobility.
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Let’s DIP into the phalanges.
We’ll show you a word-trick.

The word-trick is called a mnemonic.
And you say it like this: “ne-mon-ick”

Here’s how it works:
The letters D-I-P help you remember the bones of the toes.

D stands for Distals. They are out at the tips.
 I  stands for Intermediates. They are the bones in the middle.
P stands for Proximals. They are the bones at the base.

Your big toe has two bones and your other toes have three. 
Take a look at your own foot and you will clearly see.
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My favorite  
skateboarder, 

Hollie Dex, just fell off 
her board and injured her 
spine. Something called 

the coccyx?

Anyway, now I can’t 
go see her skate 

when she comes to 
town next week.

Don't worry, 
Pinky. She'll heal 
in no time. Keep 
your head up.

Pinky, have you ever 
heard of an atlas 

before?

Indeed. It’s 
usually a book 

of maps.

An atlas? Isn’t 
that some kind 

of map?

But I’ve got a special 
atlas in mind that might 
just help get you out of 

your bind.
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Wow, where are we  
Dr. B.? This looks like the 

inside of a building.

One of the most  
important parts of the 

body’s frame is  
the spine.

We’re at the base 
of the spine, Pinky.

Bodies and buildings  
have a lot in common. Every 
building has a frame that 
helps hold it together.
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The spine is also called the backbone.  
It has another name, too: spinal column.

Spine Overview

Say it like this: 
“spy-null” — “call-umm.”

Just like the columns belonging to the great 
buildings of ancient Greece and Rome, our  
column is one of great strength, and it supports 
our body.



10 and everything in between!bend like a bridge

jump like jazz

Your spinal column is

that connects to

touch your toes

run in the sun

your hips and

and allows you

a strong and !exible structure

other bones like

your ribs

to do things like:
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a strong and !exible structure

your ribs

to do things like:

Do All Creatures 
Have Spines?

Vertebrates are living organisms that have a spine. 
Mammals, reptiles, amphibians, birds, and !sh 
are all vertebrates because they have spines.

Invertebrates are living organisms that don’t have a spine. 
Jelly!sh, sea anemones, spiders, octopuses, and snails 
are all invertebrates because they don’t have spines. 

Do I have 
a spine? 
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Activity: Organisms

The word organism comes from the Greek words organon, 
meaning “body organ” and ismos, meaning “system.”

We say organism to mean “living thing.”

Circle the organisms that you think are vertebrates.
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The whole spine might feel like  
one really loooong bone, 
but it is made up of 26 bones 
called vertebrae  
that are stacked  
on top of one another.

Front View

Say it like this: 
“ver-tuh-bray.”

Your spine extends from your neck, 
just below your earlobes, all the way 
down to the very bottom of your back. 
This area is known as your buttocks, 
also called your butt, for short.

The spine houses the spinal cord, 
which is the bundle of nerve !bers 
and tissue that carries messages  
between the brain and the rest of 
the body.

Watching your  
own back is a sign 

of flexibility.
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Spine Sections

When you say vertebra, 
it means a single bone in the spine. 
When you say vertebrae, 
it means more than one vertebra.

The spinal column is divided into !ve sections. 
Each has its own name, and each has its own 
number of vertebrae.

Here are the sections, from top to bottom:

Back View

Cervical
Thoracic
Lumbar
Sacrum
Coccyx
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The Cervical 7 keeps your neck in check.

The Thoracic 12 owns the most back bones.

The Lumbar 5 lets your lower back thrive.

The Sacrum and the Coccyx are hard to speak,

but one is shaped like an anchor

and the other like a beak.
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Welcome to 
Skullapagos Island!

Don’t worry, we  
have a map to find 
our way around!

That sounds scary!
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MAXILLA GORILLA

SEYMOUR SEAGULL

LADY LANA LACRIMA

OCCIPITAL OX

OLIVER OSSICLE
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Overview of the

Heads Up !is illustration does not include the palatine bones because they form the 
back of the roof of the mouth, inside the head.
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Our skulls are classi!ed into two main sections:  
the viscerocranium (face), which has 14 bones, and
the neurocranium (head), which has 8 bones.

Say them like this: 
“viss-uhr-oh-KRAY-knee-uhm”
“nuhr-oh-KRAY-knee-uhm”

In all, your head, face, and neck contain 29 bones.  
These bones protect the brain and many of the organs that allow 
us to taste, hear, smell, see, and touch.

The skull also contains the ossicles, or bones of the ear 
(3 bones in each ear), and the hyoid:

Head, Face, & Neck

 Enlarged View
Ossicles

Hyoid
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Side View

  Y
ou

r h
ead is ROUND like a globe, so we need to see it from

 the side
...
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Back View

Yo
ur

head is ROUND like a globe, so we need to see it from
the

side
...

..
. a

nd
 fr

om
 th

e 
bac

k. This way we get a better look at all the bones of the skull!



Enlarged View

Enlarged View

16
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The hyoid bone is also considered part of the 
skull, even though it’s found in the neck. It lies 
behind the mandible and plays a role in movement 
of the tongue and swallowing.

Say it like this: “HIGH-oyd”

The ossicles are the bones found in the ears. 
Each ear has three ossicles. They are considered part 
of the skull, even though they are in neither the 
viscerocranium nor the neurocranium.

Say it like this: “AWE-sick-uhl”

These bones are teeny weeny.

Heads Up !e smallest bone in the human body is the stapes.

The average earlobe is 2 centimeters, 
or 20 millimeters (0.8 inches) across, 
and the average stapes is 3 millimeters 
(0.1 inches).

teeny weeny, right?!

0        5        10        15       20       25       30     35      40       45       50

mm

earlobe

stapes
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Paired Bones? Two of a Kind!

Like socks on your feet or gloves in cold weather,
they’re a natural match, you will !nd.
Like bookends or best friends, they’re better in twos,
and paired bones are two of a kind!

Throw a party with your parietal partners,
a wall-to-wall jubilee!
Sound the drums for your temporal team. 
Time for cranial festivity!

Face up to your conchae companions
which play a role in air blown.
Don’t cry—your lacrimal duet
won’t let you shed tears alone.

Say hello to your maxillae amigos,
and go grab a bite to eat.
Then there’s our distinctive nasal alliance —
two neighbors that smell so sweet.

Should we go visit a chateau?
Just palatines passing the time...
Eye to eye and cheek to cheek,
zygomatic mates forever...two of a kind!



• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • •
• • •

•

Activity: Skull Symmetry
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Help Pinky !x the skull by using the grid to !nish the half skull. 
See how accurately you can !nish the rest!
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Heads Up “Cranium” comes from the medieval Latin word for skull. !e pre"x “viscero” is 
from the Latin viscera, which refers to the internal organs. !e viscerocranium contains organs such 
as your tongue and tonsils and forms part of your eye sockets.

Overview of the

The bones of the viscerocranium are also 
known as the facial bones. There are 14 
of them in all. Two of them are individual 
bones, and six of them are symmetrically 
paired, meaning there are two separate 
bones on each side of the face.Front View

Nasal (2)

Lacrimal (2)

Zygomatic (2)

Maxilla (2)

Inferior nasal concha (turbinates) (2)

Vomer (1)

Mandible (1)
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Side View

ViscerocraniumOverview of the

six pairs of symmetrical bones

6 x 2 = 

two single bones

1 + 1 = 

paired bones

+ single bones

viscerocranium bones

Nasal (2)

Lacrimal (2)

Zygomatic (2)

Maxilla (2)

Mandible (1)

You may have noticed a pair of bones 
missing in the two images shown  
here. The bones are called palatine  
bones, and they help form the  
back of the roof of the mouth  
and other spaces in the skull.  
The vomer and inferior nasal  
conchae (turbinates) aren’t  
visible from the side.


